1: Making is a bridge

3: To understand is to invent

4: Making trains the brain

Making things with your hands
leads to new thoughts in your
head. The product is not the
only goal; the process is important too.

A friend recently told me that
only 3% of ideas emerge behind
a computer screen or desk.
Makers (and knitting grannies)
know this.

Only when you really understand
something, it can become your tool.
And than there are no limits to
what you can build!

When you experience a lot of tools
and techniques from a very young
age you’ll benefit all your life.

2: The maker-mindset
is een growth mindset

You can find all answers to your
questions on the Internet. But when
it stops there, knowledge tends to
stay theoretical. You learn more by
experience.

More: www.lekkersamenklooien.nl

You develop a healthy (maker-)
self-confidence and experience
numerous times that new things
can be mastered. You build a bridge
in your head! Technology and
making simply becomes a tool to
express yourself.

You have to know tools and materials
to be able to use them in your
projects. You can’t work with it, or
think with it, if you’ve never felt it.
More experience provides a bigger
mental en physical toolbox.

In our digital world maker skills
are more important than ever.
Becoming a maker unleashes
creative power and boosts
self-confidence.
In this booklet we give your five
reasons why we think everyone
should make.
More: http://bit.ly/2lq9reo

Five reasons
for making!

With home-made love,
Astrid Poot

A lot of makers use tech in a
playful manner: they build
an existing product into
something else.
Everything around them
is material or an idea.
They are fearless when
it comes to inventing as
they go along.
People that can look at
problems with curiosity
solve them more easily.

5: If you can’t see it, you can’t be it

fold
flatten more
flatten
turn
cut
fold

